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大質量星形成

研究意義

• 星形成とはほぼ星団形成

(含む低質量星/惑星)

• 元素合成 (核燃焼、SN、NS-NS merger)

• Energy Feedback

高分解能観測の役割

• 降着の質がIMF決定のラストピース

円盤分裂と連星形成...IMFトップ側を直接支配

アウトフロー...コア以下の星形成効率決定

降着依存の原始星進化...フィードバックの進化



ALMAによる大質量原始星観測の近況



ALMA長基線による円盤観測例
• 高分解能観測はまだ数える程度

→構造に対する解像度は日本人PIデータが高い

Name Distance Beam 
(mas)

Beam 
(au)

Radius 
(au)

Radius
/Beam ref

Source I 0.44 100 50 80 1.6 Hirota et al. 2017
G351.77-0.54 1.0/2.2 20 20/44 - - Beuther et al.2018

G353.273+0.641 1.7 50/23 85/40 250 6.3 Motogi et al. 2019

IRAS07299-1651 1.7 30 51 12 0.2  Zhang et al. 2019
HH80-81 1.7 40 68 300 4.4 Girart et al. 2018
G17.64+0.16 2.2 25 55 120 2.2 Maud et al. 2019

IRAS16547-4247 2.9 50 150 870 5.8 Zapata et al. 2019
Tanaka et al. 2020

AFGL4176 mm1 4.2 30 130 1000 7.7 Johnston et al. 2019
(Submitted to A&A)

G23.01-0.41 4.6 200 920 2500 2.7 Sanna et al. 2019

Table: Accretion systems resolved by ALMA LB observations



First unstable disk: G353.273+0.641

• Infall envelope (〜250 auまで)
• 重力不安定円盤

-星質量の20 – 70 %の円盤質量

- arm上でQ<1,  Inter-armでQ > 2
• 円盤分裂 or protobinaryの兆候？
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どこまで見えているか？

• 10 – 30 Msun星で降着円盤を撮像 : 〜10天体

• 降着円盤(半径50 - 300 au)の空間分解

substructure (渦状腕、分裂、連星)の検出 : 数天体

→日本のグループが割とリードできている

• 今後は長基線でのイメージングサーベイが必要

→個性/環境と進化の切り分け



今後観測したいものは何か？



1. 円盤から原始星表面へ



円盤/原始連星
• 円盤内縁の空間分解

- cm波ならほどほどのτで観測可能 (ダストの光学的厚み低下)

→円盤自体が遮蔽体にならずに奥まで見える

- 現ALMA LBの分解能で十分な天体数をカバーしたい（up to 5 kpc)

→円盤/原始連星の統計データベース

→空間分解撮像 + 連続波スペクトル (ALMA + ngVLA/SKA2)

• 原始連星の軌道運動

- 1周回らなくても固有運動検出自体は可能

- 軌道のムービーが撮れるはず



円盤内縁〜原始星の直接撮像？

• 表面への3D降着

• 回転による変形

• 超巨星に類似の

膨張大気？

Yan-Fei Jiang + 18
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Supergiant stars such as Betelgeuse have very extended atmospheres,
the properties of which are poorly understood. Alfvén waves1–4,
acoustic waves1,2,5–7 and radial pulsations8 have all been suggested
as likely mechanisms for elevating these atmospheres and driving
the massive outflows of gas seen in these stars: such mechanisms
would heat the atmosphere from below, and there are indeed
observations showing that Betelgeuse’s extended atmosphere is
hotter than the underlying photosphere9,10. Here we report radio
observations of Betelgeuse that reveal the temperature structure
of the extended atmosphere from two to seven times the photo-
spheric radius. Close to the star, we find that the atmosphere has
an irregular structure, and a temperature (3;450 6 850 K) consis-
tent with the photospheric temperature but much lower than that
of gas in the same region probed by optical and ultraviolet
observations10. This cooler gas decreases steadily in temperature
with radius, reaching 1;370 6 330 K by seven stellar radii. The
cool gas coexists with the hot chromospheric gas, but must be
much more abundant as it dominates the radio emission. Our
results suggest that a few inhomogeneously distributed large
convective cells (which are widely believed11–16 to be present in
such stars) are responsible for lifting the cooler photospheric gas
into the atmosphere; radiation pressure on dust grains that
condense from this gas may then drive Betelgeuse’s outflow.

We observed Betelgeuse for 11 hours on 21 December 1996 with
the Very Large Array (VLA) in its highest-resolution (A) config-
uration. At a wavelength of 7 mm, the angular resolution achieved is
sufficient to have resolved Betelgeuse’s optical disk, which subtends
the largest angular diameter of any star visible in the night sky from
the Northern Hemisphere. Because Betelgeuse’s radio emission is
purely thermal and optically thick (as demonstrated below), such
spatially resolved radio observations also act as a pure thermometer
of the stellar atmosphere. This is in contrast to observations in the
ultraviolet continuum or optical and ultraviolet spectral lines,
where the gas temperature is derived by comparison with theoretical
model atmospheres. The VLA is at present equipped with 7-mm
receivers on 13 of its 27 antennas. We used the remaining 14
antennas to observe at the longer wavelengths of 1.3, 2, 3.6 and
6 cm, where we found Betelgeuse to be partially resolved. Figure 1
shows the final image obtained at 7 mm. Betelgeuse’s atmosphere
becomes opaque at very different heights when observed at different
wavelengths, and at 7 mm the average diameter is approximately
twice that measured in the optical. The radio surface is clearly not
spherically symmetric, nor does it appear to be axially symmetric.

To quantify the total flux and area of the 7-mm surface and hence
its brightness temperature, we fitted circular and elliptical disks to
the measured visibilities. The best fit was provided by a uniformly
bright ellipse with dimensions of 95 6 2 mas 3 80 6 2 mas at a
position angle of 678 6 78 (measured east from north), and a total
flux density of 28:0 6 5:6 mJy; the uncertainty in the flux measure-
ments is dominated by the uncertainty in the absolute flux calibra-
tion of the VLA at 7 mm, estimated to be 620%. Although this

model ellipse does not provide a perfect fit to the observed disk
structure, the residuals are small and approximately cancel in flux
indicating that the total flux and area of the fitted ellipse never-
theless closely match that of the observed stellar radio disk. The
implied brightness temperature is 3;450 6 850 K (the uncertainty
here, dominated by the uncertainty in the absolute flux calibration,
represents extreme limits; elsewhere the quoted uncertainty refers
to 61j), consistent with the stellar phospheric temperature of
,3,600 K (ref. 17). At the longer radio wavelengths—where
Betelgeuse’s atmosphere appears increasingly large while our
angular resolution becomes progressively poorer—we derived just
the average diameter and total flux density of the stellar radio disk
by fitting uniformly bright circular disks to the measured visibilities
at each wavelength. The increase in size with radio wavelength
implies that the observed radio surfaces are optically thick, and
hence have brightness temperatures reflecting the local gas tempera-
ture. In Fig. 2 we plot the measured brightness temperature of
Betelgeuse’s atmosphere as a function of stellar radius. The tem-
perature of the atmosphere can be seen to decrease steadily with
increasing radius from 3;450 6 850 K at ,2R* to 1;370 6 330 K at
,7R* (here R* is the radius of the photosphere).

Our results are at odds with current theoretical and empirical
models for the structure and temperature of Betelgeuse’s atmosphere.
Theoretical models which invoke the dissipation of Alfvén waves1–4,
shocks produced by acoustic waves1,2,5–7, or shocks produced by
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Figure 1 An image of Betelgeuse’s atmosphere observed at a wavelength of

7mm with the VLA. The angular resolution of this observation is 40mas (blue

circle at bottom left corner). White contour lines are plotted at 10%, 20%, …,90%,

and 99% of the peak flux of the false-colour radio image. Betelgeuse’s 7-mm

surface has an average diameter approximately twice as large as its optical

surface of diameter 45mas (black circle with its centre placed coincident with the

intensity-weighted centre of the radio disk), and is clearly not spherically

symmetric. To make this image, we removed fast tropospheric phase fluctuations

using a newly implemented ‘‘fast-switching’’ observing mode24 at the VLA which

allowed us to observe a nearby calibrator frequently without losing too much

observing time. We therefore switched between Betelgeuse and an unresolved

extragalactic object, 05528 þ 03135 (used as our calibrator), located 4.28 away,

with a cycle time of only ,2.5min. To check the effectiveness of the amplitude and

phase corrections, we also switched between 05528 þ 03135 and another

unresolved extragalactic object, 05326 þ 07327 (used as our control source),

located 5.38 away, at two intervals during the observation with the same cycle

time; this yielded an unresolved image for the control source. We set the flux

density scale using the primary flux calibrator 3C286. The final image includes a

single iteration in phase self-calibration to correct for small residual phase errors:

this self-calibrated image has a ,60% lower noise fluctuation level than the

original image (consistent with the overall system noise), but is morphologically

identical. Also, the final image was constructed using natural weighting of the

visibilities but restored with a synthesized beam of size corresponding to that

obtained using uniform weighting. The uniform weighted image is identical

except for a slightly (35%) higher noise level, demonstrating the robustness of

our conservative implementation of the super-resolution technique.
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原始星大気の直接撮像

• 高い降着率で膨張した原始星大気

〜 100 - 1000 Rsun
(Hosokawa & Omukai 09, Haemmerlé + 16)

→ 最大視直径で2 - 10 mas @ 1 - 5 kpc
→ サイズと距離によっては解像に手が届く

• 10 – 40 GHzで数千Kを検出できればよろしい

- 原始星の電波光球の直接撮像

- 円盤内縁から表面への物理的接続
- 進化経路に多様性があるか？

• 周波数的には1 cm前後が良さそう (10 - 30 GHz)
- ダストも近傍/前景のHII領域も邪魔にならない？



2. 大質量星の着火はいつか？



理論的に予想される星進化経路

• 高降着率では膨張 (Hosokawa+ 2009; 2010, Haemmerlé + 2016)

中心温度が上がらないため核燃焼開始時の質量が大きくなる

• 進化パスは加熱と冷却の仕方に依存

→円盤内縁からの降着の質と量

→着火質量は自明とは言えない
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Figure 1. Schematic figures of protostars with different accretion geometries: (a) spherically symmetric accretion and (b) cold disk accretion. In the spherical case
(a), the accretion flow directly hits the stellar surface forming an accretion shock front. If the flow is optically thick before reaching the surface, the photosphere is
located outside the stellar surface. Dust grains in the accretion envelope evaporate in a dust destruction front far outside the photosphere. In the cold disk accretion
case (b), gas predominantly accretes onto a circumstellar disk rather than the star. Accreting material settles onto the stellar surface through a geometrically thin layer
(or possibly through geometrically thin accretion columns—not shown). Heat brought into the star in the accretion flow radiates freely into space until the temperature
attains the photospheric value. Most of the stellar surface is unaffected by the accretion flow. The energy radiated away by the disk and/or accretion columns before
the material settles onto the star (the so-called accretion luminosity) needs to be accounted for separately from the intrinsic stellar luminosity.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Different geometries of the accretion flow will lead to dif-
ferent structures of the evolving protostar. For example, the
average entropy in the stellar interior reflects the history of en-
tropy brought into the star with the accreting material, which in
turn depends on the accretion geometry. For spherical accretion
at high accretion rates, the accretion shock front is embedded
inside the stellar photosphere and most of the high entropy cre-
ated at the accretion shock front is carried to the stellar surface.
This entropy is efficiently taken into the stellar interior with
high accretion rates (Paper I). As a result, the protostar has
a higher average entropy (compared to a non-accreting proto-
star), which leads to a very large radius—exceeding 100 R⊙
at maximum. With disk accretion, however, entropy is mainly
generated within the disk by viscous dissipation. Before the ac-
creted material reaches the stellar surface, a large fraction of
the generated entropy will be transported away by radiation. As
a result, entropy brought into the star with the accreting mate-
rial is significantly lower than in the spherical accretion case.
The average entropy within the star s is related to the stellar
radius as

R∗ ∝ M−1/3
∗ exp[const. × s]. (4)

This relation is derived by substituting the typical gas density
and pressure within a star of mass M∗ and radius R∗ (e.g., Cox
& Giuli 1968),

ρ ∼ M∗

R3
∗
, P ∼ G

M2
∗

R4
∗

, (5)

to the definition of specific entropy of ideal monotonic gas,

s = 3R
2µ

ln
!

P

ρ5/3

"
+ const., (6)

where R is the gas constant and µ is the mean molecular
weight. Equation (4) demonstrates that, for the same stellar
mass, the stellar radius is larger with the higher average entropy
in the stellar interior. Thus, we can naively expect that the
stellar radius is reduced with disk accretion. Contrary to this
expectation, however, calculations by YB08, adopting the cold
disk accretion, show that the radius of a massive protostar
exceeds 100 R⊙ at maximum as with the spherical accretion.
The goal of this paper is to explain why the outcomes are so
similar among the extreme cases of the spherical accretion and
cold disk accretion.

2.2. Cases Considered

Table 1 summarizes the cases considered in this study and
their input parameters. For simplicity, the protostellar evolution
is calculated with a constant given accretion rate for each
case. The adopted accretion rates range from 10−5 M⊙ yr−1

up to 4 × 10−3 M⊙ yr−1. Evolution for the accretion rate
Ṁ∗ = 10−3 M⊙ yr−1 is studied in detail. In addition to evolution
with cold disk accretion, we present several cases with spherical
accretion for comparison. Evolution via disk accretion at the
rates Ṁ∗ = 10−5 M⊙ yr−1 and 10−4 M⊙ yr−1 was also studied
by Palla & Stahler (1992). We consider protostellar evolution
with these low rates to compare our results with Palla & Stahler’s
results (see Appendix B.1).

The initial model in each case is constructed following
Stahler et al. (1980) or Palla & Stahler (1991) with the adopted
accretion rate and boundary conditions (also see Appendices
A.2 and B.2 in Paper I). The initial stellar mass M∗,0 is
taken as an arbitrary small value. The initial entropy profile
in the stellar interior is assumed as a function of the mass
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Figure 2. Evolution of a protostar via spherical accretion at a rate Ṁ∗ =
10− 3 M⊙ yr− 1 (case MD3-S, taken from Paper I). Upper panel: evolution of
the interior structure of the protostar. The gray-shaded areas denote convective
layers. The hatched areas indicate layers with active nuclear burning, where
the energy production rate exceeds 10% of the steady rate, 0.1LD,st/M∗ for
deuterium burning and 0.1L∗/M∗ for hydrogen burning. The thin dotted curves
show the locations of mass coordinates M = 0.1, 0.3, 1, 3, 10, and 30 M⊙.
Lower panel: evolution of the accretion timescale tacc (dashed line), and the
Kelvin–Helmholtz (KH) timescale tKH (solid line). In each panel, the shaded
background denotes the four evolutionary phases: (I) adiabatic accretion, (II)
swelling, (III) KH contraction, and (IV) main-sequence accretion phases.

times (adiabatic accretion). The average entropy within the star
increases with the accreted mass, which according to Equa-
tion (4) means that the stellar radius should also grow. This is
indeed the case in phases (I) and (II). As the average density
decreases and the temperature increases, the opacity decreases;
radiative heat transport becomes more efficient with increasing
stellar mass.

For M∗ ! 6 M⊙ (phase (II)) radiative heat transport is ef-
ficient enough to modify the entropy distribution within the
star. The deep interior (where ∂L/∂M > 0) loses entropy,
whereas the outer surface regions (where ∂L/∂M < 0) gain
a significant amount of entropy. This gain in entropy results
in the “bloating up” of the star up to !100 R⊙ at maximum.
Figure 3 shows that the boundary between the heat-losing inte-
rior and heat-gaining outer layer, namely, where ∂L/∂M = 0,
moves toward the stellar surface with increasing stellar mass.
Stahler et al. (1986) called this characteristic behavior of lumi-
nosity profiles a “luminosity wave.” The stellar surface luminos-
ity L∗ rapidly increases when the luminosity wave approaches
the stellar surface. After the luminosity wave passes through the
surface, the star can efficiently lose energy by radiation. The
star contracts to maintain virial equilibrium (KH contraction;
phase (III)). The interior temperature rises during the contrac-

tion. Active hydrogen burning begins when the central temper-
ature exceeds 107 K. After that, the stellar radius increases
following the mass–radius relation of main-sequence stars
(phase (IV)).

3.2. Case with Cold Disk Accretion

3.2.1. Fiducial Model

We now consider stellar evolution with cold disk accretion
at the same rate Ṁ∗ = 10− 3 M⊙ yr− 1 (case MD3-D). First, we
discuss the fiducial case with the 0.1 M⊙ initial model adopting
β = 1 in Equation (7). The top panel of Figure 4 shows the
evolution of the stellar radius and interior structure. We see
that the evolution differs from the spherical accretion case for
M∗ " 10 M⊙, as previously demonstrated by YB08 (also see
Appendix B.2 for comparison to YB08). For M∗ " 5 M⊙,
the stellar radius is much smaller than for spherical accretion.
An outer convective zone appears in this phase. The protostar
then abruptly inflates during the period 5 M⊙ " M∗ " 9 M⊙.
The maximum radius is ≃ 90 R⊙ for M∗ ≃ 10 M⊙, which
is comparable to the results of the spherical accretion case.
The stellar radius decreases for M∗ ! 10 M⊙, and then finally
follows the mass–radius relationship for main-sequence stars
when M∗ ! 30 M⊙. The evolution for M∗ ! 10 M⊙ is quite
similar to what we discussed above for spherical accretion.

We define the following four phases based on the evolutionary
features: (I) convection (M∗ " 5 M⊙), (II) swelling (5 M⊙ "
M∗ " 9 M⊙), (III) KH contraction (9 M⊙ " M∗ " 30 M⊙), and
(IV) main-sequence accretion phase (M∗ ! 30 M⊙). The top
panel of Figure 5 shows the evolution of the accretion timescale
and KH timescale. We note that tKH significantly decreases at
M∗ ≃ 6 M⊙, when the protostar rapidly inflates. The timescale
balance sharply changes from tacc ≪ tKH to tacc > tKH here.
As with spherical accretion, we attribute the sequence of the
evolutionary phases from (I) to (III) to the inversion of the
timescale balance. The lower panel of Figure 5 shows that this
change is due to the rapid increase of the stellar luminosity
L∗ caused by the decrease of opacity in the stellar interior
with increasing mass. The detailed evolution in each phase is
explained below.

Convection phase. The top panels of Figures 2 and 4 show
that the evolution at M∗ " 5 M⊙ is quite different between
the spherical accretion case and disk accretion case. In the
disk accretion case, the protostellar radius is about one-tenth
of the value obtained for spherical accretion. This is explained
by Equation (4) and the fact that the entropy content within the
star is much lower with disk accretion, a natural consequence
of the different accretion geometry. With spherically symmetric
accretion gas settles onto the star with high entropy generated
in the accretion shock front. For cold disk accretion, on the
other hand, the entropy of the accreting gas is reduced to the
value in the stellar atmosphere by the gas’ ability to radiate
into free space. Mass accretion hardly affects the average
entropy in the stellar interior for the case of cold disk accretion.
Equation (4) shows that the stellar radius decreases according to
R∗ ∝ M

− 1/3
∗ in this case. We see this decrease for M∗ " 0.5 M⊙

in Figure 4.
Figure 4 shows that deuterium burning (D-burning) begins

when M∗ ≃ 0.4 M⊙. This is in stark contrast to the spherical
accretion case, where it begins much later (M∗ ≃ 6 M⊙), as
shown in Figure 7. This difference reflects the different evolution
of the maximum temperature within the protostar Tmax (middle
panel of Figure 4). The early rise of Tmax with disk accretion is



ngVLA/SKAで進化経路に観測的制限を...

• 現状はモデルによって星の外半径がかなり可変

- 降着による星の加熱と冷却のバランス

- 降着率は手で与えている状況

- 星の回転やwindは考慮したモデルまだ少ない

• 観測的制限が必要
- 極小サイズのHII領域の付随と星質量の関係

を調べれば着火質量から進化経路を制限可能

• 分解能次第では活動性/固有運動もみえる?
- 3次元膨張/電離降着流

- 紫外線量の変化による正味のサイズ変動

- 固有運動がとれれば電波ジェットとの切り分けも容易



ngVLA/SKAで手が届くか？



予想される輝度温度感度(ngVLA)
• ALMAと同程度〜VLBI分解能で熱放射が見える

mas分解能を想定すると...

• ngVLAの場合: 

- 星大気は > 27 GHzなら観測可

- HII領域は > 16 GHzでOK

• SKA2の場合: 1-5 mas/500 K (7σ) :  SKA1の10倍想定

- 感度的にはngVLAより有望?、分解能は>15 GHzでギリ?

連続波輝度温度感度 1hr (7σ)

分解能 (“) 8 GHz 16 GHz 27 GHz 41 GHz 93 GHz

1 4.5E-02 1.2E-02 4.9E-03 2.8E-03 2.1E-03

0.1 3.9E+00 9.1E-01 3.5E-01 2.1E-01 1.4E-01

0.01 3.5E+02 8.7E+01 3.2E+01 1.9E+01 9.5E+00

0.001 2.8E+06 1.0E+04 2.5E+03 1.4E+03 8.8E+02

0.0001 2.1E+06

ダスト可
←HII領域(+星⼤気?)は可

連続波は
1 - 10 mas間に谷



連続波は非常に有望

•円盤/原始連星/星表面
- 円盤/原始連星の解像が十分可能

- 星表面についてもギリギリ感度は足りそう

- 〜あとは1mas分解能さえ達成すれば星大気に手が届く

• 極小HII region

- 1 mas、> 10 GHz (Tb < 104 K, 7σ) でHII領域の有無を制限

→10 – 100 au で光学的に厚いHII領域なら

1 - 10 mas 分解能で銀河系外縁までカバー可能

- 降着量/紫外線量の変化によるサイズ変動などもみえる？

2つ合わせて高降着率下での原始星構造

と進化の多様性を明らかにできる可能性大



より直近SKA1の場合

• 円盤を見るには感度不足

• 円盤中心〜星の解像には分解能不足

→SKA2なら感度、分解能10倍でOK (LineはNG?)

• 極小HII領域に対する感度と分解能がちょうど良い
(JVN: 100 masで探査、感度ギリギリ) 

• 星形成領域1つを1回の観測でカバー可能

• 5 kpc程度まで大質量星形成領域を根こそぎ探査可能



まとめ
• ALMA LBで大質量星形成におけるPrototypicalな円盤の空間分解

撮像が進む。今後は数を揃えて多様性を調べる必要あり

• ngVLA/SKA2の感度ではVLBIの分解能(1-10 mas)で熱放射に手
が届く予定

• 円盤の観測では、光学的に厚くなるのを避けて円盤内を観測可能

• 原始連星の軌道を直接測定できる可能性が高い

• 膨らんだ大質量原始星のサイズ次第では直接分解撮像が可能に
なると期待 (ngVLA > 27 GHz, SKA2 > 15 GHz)

• 1 - 100 masの分解能で極小HII領域の付随をしらべることで、原
始星の核燃焼開始質量に制限 (探査はSKA1でかなりいけそう)

• これらのデータから原始星進化に観測的な制限を期待


